Deutsche Nationalbibliografie and ZDB data service:
Changes to subject category names

Dear Sir or Madam

There will be changes to the subject category names of the Deutsche Nationalbibliografie as of Delivery 1 in the 2013 bibliographic year. The changes only affect the names and are due in part to the fact that the subject categories are to be issued on the basis of DDC 23 as of 1.1.13.

The following four subject categories are to be renamed:

**310 General statistics**
[previously: Statistics]

**740 Graphic arts**
[previously: Drawing and decorative arts]

**760 Printmaking and prints**
[previously: Graphic arts]

**770 Photography, computer art, cinematography, videography**
[previously: Photography and computer art]

Please find attached a full overview of the DDC subject categories valid as of 1.1.13.

Further information on the subject categories can be found on our website at http://www.dnb.de/EN/Service/DigitaleDienste/DNBBibliografie/gliederungDnb.html. The updated overview of the DDC subject categories will be available shortly.

The text of this circular is also available on our homepage at http://www.dnb.de/EN/Service/DigitaleDienste/Datendienst/rundschreibenDatendienst.html

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to mail us at datendienste@dnb.de or phone us on the usual telephone numbers.

Best regards,

- Heike Eichenauer

--
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